Module 4
Performable/Best Practice Presentation Guidelines
Instructions:
Please prepare two choices for your presentation which you will be
asked for on Wednesday. See below for what we are seeking. Only one
will be selected but we are seeking the best balance and groupings of
performables. Some of you have found great options of things that
others may have passed over so we love having the opportunity to
select what will be most helpful. But they all need to relate to
tasks/performables.
On the day of the presentations, you will first be divided into smaller groups
and will then be presenting a performable from the 30 task model that you
have implemented with a client (addict, partner or couple) to the group as a
whole. This may be anything from a worksheet utilized, part of an assessment
(SDI, PTSI-R, MAWASI, IPAST, etc.), something from the Recovery Start Kit,
partner component, etc. We would like you to dig deep, review your manuals
(including the Recovery Start Kit manual and the assessment manuals). Often
participants bring the foundation items – great and we want to have them too
but looking for thinks like the Mirror of Erised, Soul Window, table technology,
Iceberg exercise, Karpman, etc. too.
In your group presentation you will demonstrate how the implementation of
the interventions transformed, or changed the cases in some way. The
intervention can be with an individual, couple, or family and your job is to
teach the group about how you successfully applied material you have
learned from the training. One of the main goals of this session will be to learn
from one another, so you can be descriptive and creative in the way you
choose to present your example and can use any form of media you think
would be helpful to demonstrate how you implemented your intervention,
addiction timeline, accountability with family, emotional restitution letter etc.) –
So even if you have done more with your case, you will only have time to
select one. Please try to select an intervention/performable that changed the
course of treatment in some way.

You will have a very limited time as a group to present your performable. The
purpose of this is to illustrate the application of the performables, NOT to do
an in depth case illustration. Once divided into small groups, you will have
approximately one hour to discuss each participant’s case/performable
together in preparation for presenting to the large group. For the presentation
to the large group, each small group member will only be provided 1-2
minutes to share the background on the case and 2-3 minutes to describe the
performable used. Each small group will also elect a spokesperson who will
help sum up what important take-away points were learned in terms of the
implementation of the performable(s) (approximately 1-2 minutes). We will
then have some brief time for questions/discussion pertaining to the group’s
presentation (approximately 3-5 minutes).

Group Presentation
Outline
The Outline below contains the approximate time allotted for each section and
also contains a list of what information should be included in the presentation to
the entire group.
Background
1-2 Minutes:
1. Description of the case and treatment unit (individual, couple, family)
2. Diagnosis including main presenting problems and symptoms
3. Duration of treatment
Performable Use
2-3 Minutes:
1. Performable selected – please include time of implementation
(e.g. 10th session)
2. Describe implementation of performable – please share specifics
(e.g. make copies of three circles, describe disclosure scenario etc.)
3. Describe clinical outcome
Summary
1-2 Minutes:
1. After all small group members have shares the 1st two selections with the
entire group, a group spokesperson will provide a summary of the takehome lessons learned from the small group discussions of the
performables.
Questions/Discussion
3-5 Minutes:
1. An opportunity for brief questions and discussion by large group
participants and the facilitators will be provided.

